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UNDERGRADUATE LINGUISTICS PROGRAMME


1. INTRODUCTION
a) Rationale for the Programme
All major universities in Europe have linguistics study programmes. These programmes are often divided into several specialisations; however, it seems that the most adequate solution for our situation is introducing individual specialisations only at the level of graduate programme. The following elements give rise to the need for such a programme:
	aiming for a comprehensive understanding of the language phenomenon as a unique feature of the mankind

emerging awareness and needs for studying ethnic and cultural diversity of mankind of which languages of the world are integral part
development of computer and telecommunications technologies where natural language remains the fundamental code for communicating information
aiming for the application of linguistic findings in other socio-humanistic sciences (e.g. sociology, psychology, speech pathology, glottodidactics etc.)
development of findings concerning the functioning of the human mind and brain

b) The Proposers' Experience in Implementing Equivalent or Similar Programmes to Date
The Department of Linguistics (up to 1999 the Department of General Linguistics and Oriental Studies, and up to 1968 the Department of General Linguistics and Comparative Literature) of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Zagreb has run the General Linguistics Programme since the academic year 1968/69. Certain forms of courses included in the programme – namely Indo-European Comparative Grammar – have been taught at the University of Zagreb since the academic year 1874/75, and in 1908, the Chair of Indo-Germanic Comparative Philology was established.
d) The Programme Supports Student Mobility
The programme opens up many possibilities for cooperating with other departments in the organization of curriculum and classes.
2. GENERAL SECTION
2.1. Programme Title 
Undergraduate Linguistics Programme.
2.2. Institution
Department of General Linguistics of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Zagreb
2.3. Duration of Programme
The Programme takes up a total of 6 semesters.
2.4. Entry Requirements
Secondary school completed and entry exam passed at the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Zagreb.
2.5. Undergraduate Programme
Within the Undergraduate Programme, the students of linguistics acquire fundamental general linguistics knowledge which primarily qualify them to undertake the Graduate Linguistics Programme, but also any humanities programmes in Croatia and abroad, which accept baccalaurei of linguistics who underwent such training. The students assimilate fundamental methods of linguistic description, both in terms of individual levels of language (phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics) and in terms of different research subjects and methodological approaches (general, Indo-European, algebraic, applied, cognitive and corpus linguistics). The Undergraduate Linguistics    Programme offers a general linguistic perspective to all students who are, in addition to the linguistics programme, enrolled in any (neo)philological programme, or another social sciences programme (e.g. sociology, ethnology, anthropology, information science, journalism, political science, marketing etc.)
2.8. Titles Awarded and Degrees Acquired upon Completion of the Programme
The academic title acquired by the student upon completion of the Undergraduate Linguistics Programme is baccalaureus linguisticae / BA of linguistics, or as stipulated by the Statute of the University of Zagreb.


3. PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION
3.1. List of Compulsory/Elective Courses
All subjects are taught as one-semester courses except the common subject – foreign language, which is taught as a two-semester course. For the time being, all courses are to be taught in Croatian. All courses within this programme carry 5 points.
The Linguistics Programme includes two types of elective courses: internal, offered by the Department, and external, to be selected from the total range of courses offered at the Faculty/University.

3.1.1. Undergraduate Linguistics Programme – compulsory courses
L001: General Linguistics
L002: Indo-European Linguistics
L101: Phonology
L102: Morphology
L103: Syntax
L104: Semantics
Zxxx: Foreign Language (1 hour lecture + 1 hour language classes per week, 2 semesters, 2 points in total)
Zxxx: Physical Education (duration: 6 semesters, no points)

3.1.2. Undergraduate and Graduate Linguistics Programmes: internal elective courses
L003: Algebraic Linguistics
L004: Applied Linguistics 
L201: Word Recognition
L202: History of Linguistic Theories
L211: Indo-European Morphology
L212: Indo-European Reading of Latin Texts
L213: Linguistic Propedeutics
L214: Linguistic Typology
L221: Artificial Languages
L222: Generative Grammar
L223: Corpus Linguistics
L231: Linguistics and its Dialects
L241: Cognitive Linguistics

L401: Indo-European Language Course
	L401a: Sanskrit Course 
	L401b: Greek Course 
	L401c: Latin Course 
	L401d: Old Church Slavonic Course 
	L401e: Lithuanian Course 
	L401f: Albanian Course
L402: Non-Indo-European Language Course
	L402a: Turkish Course 
	L402b: Hungarian Course 
	L402c: Japanese Course
	L402d: Chinese Course 
	L402e: Arabic Course
A certain number of field classes should be incorporated in the language courses.

A comprehensive list of external elective courses of graduate courses will be drawn up after the complete range of courses offered by other programmes at the Faculty of Philosophy and/or University of Zagreb is known.

3.2. Individual Course Description

3.2.1. course 
L001: General Linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written and oral 

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours seminars per week
Points will be given for students' active participation in class discussions, short papers written in class, homework, seminar paper, and finally, exam.

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
none

3.2.7. contents
Within the course, some of the basic general linguistic theories will be elaborated, e.g. universal features of human languages which are the subject of linguistic scientific research: nature and origins of language, different linguistic identities, functions of language and principles of its organization (structural, social and psychological aspect).
Basic concepts of contemporary linguistics will be analysed as a function of current linguistic theories and methods used in language studies (structuralist, generativist and cognitivist), and they will be applied and complemented for the purpose of describing linguistic units on individual levels of language structure and analysis – phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic.

3.2.8. development of competences
Ability of students to understand basic linguistic topics and problems within different intra- and extralinguistic disciplines, introducing students to basic linguistic terminology and providing them with the ability to use the current linguistic reading.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Radford, A., M. Atkinson, D. Britain, H. Clahsen, A. Spencer (1999) (ur.) Linguistics. An introduction. Cambridge: University Press
Škiljan, D. (1994) Pogled u lingvistiku. Naklada BENJA, Rijeka 
Glovacki-Bernardi,  i dr. (2001) Uvod u lingvistiku. ŠK, Zagreb
Crystal, D. The Cambridge encyclopedia of language, 2-nd ed.  Cambridge University Press, 1997.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Akmajian, A., R.A. Demers, A.K. Farmer, R.M. Harnish, Linguistics: an introduction to language and communication,  The MIT Press, 1997. 
Fromkin, V., R. Rodman, 1997.VI An Introduction to Language. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., The Dryden Press,  SAunders College Publishing, 
Steven Pinker. The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language. New York: HarperPerennial, 1994.
de Saussure F. (1916/2000) Tečaj opće lingvistike, ArTresor naklada,  Institut za jezik i jezikoslovlje, Zagreb

Linguistics-related links:
http://www.sil.org/linguistics/glossary/ 
http://linguistlist.org/ 
http://www.ling.rochester.edu/linglinks.html 
http://www.sil.org 
http://www.june29.com/HLP/ 
http://people.biola.edu/faculty/petes/linguistics/wwl.htm 
http://www.mc.maricopa.edu/academic/cult_sci/anthro/Language/index.html
3.2.1. course
L002: Indo-European Linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written and oral 

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours seminars per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
none

3.2.7. contents
The course introduces the students to the history of ancient Indo-European languages, to the methods employed by comparative linguistics and to comparative phonology of Indo-European languages.

3.2.8. development of competences
Competences covered by the subject material of the course are developed in students enrolled in the course.

3.2.9. assigned reading
R. Matasović, Kratka poredbenopovijesna gramatika latinskoga jezika, MH, Zagreb 1997.
A. Meillet, Uvod u uporedno proučavanje indoeuropskih jezika, Beograd 1959.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
R. S. P. Beekes, Comparative Indo-European Linguistics, Benjamins, Amsterdam 1995.
O. Szemerényi, Einführung in die vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt 1989.


3.2.1. course
L003: Algebraic Linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written and oral 

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours seminars per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001

3.2.7. contents
The position of algebraic linguistics within linguistics. Logic: propositional algebra, logical proposition (simple and complex), notation, negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication, equivalence, Sheffer operation, reduction of logical operations, Boolean functions; predicate logic, quantification; natural language and logic; logic as an artificial language. Set theory: concepts of set, subset, empty set; equivalence, intersection, union, subtraction, set complements, Cartesian product of sets. Relations and algebraic  structures: adjoining, order (strict and relaxed), ordered pair, relation, reflexivity, lattice, groupoid, monoid, semi-group, group, sorting order relations, numerical relations, mapping.

3.2.8. development of competences
The course provides introduction, preparation and basic information for the students regarding models and methods essential for understanding formal approaches in linguistics and linguistic theories.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Partee, B., Meulen, A. T., Wall, R. E. (1990) Mathematical Methods in Linguistics, Kluwer, Dordrecht.
Zsigmond, H.; Mihály, S. (1976) Pristup modernoj algebri, Školska knjiga, Zagreb. 
Kalužnin, L. A. (1975) Što je matematička logika, Školska knjiga, Zagreb (chapters I and III) .
Kovač, Srećko (1994) Logika, Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada, Zagreb.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
László Bulcsú: »Broj u jeziku«, Naše teme, 6/1959, Zagreb (pretisak u SOL 10/1990).



3.2.1. course
L004: Applied Linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written and oral 

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours seminars per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001

3.2.7. contents
Acquaintance with basic knowledge on relation between language and psychical processes, language and action, language and society, language and education i.e. basic concepts in psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, linguistic pragmatic and language teaching.

3.2.8. development of competences
Mastering of the key terms (like recognition, understanding, diglossy, language standardization, speech acts, conversational implicatures, phoneme acquistion, word acquisition…) and interdisciplinary approach to language research.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Garman, Michael (1991), Psycholinguistics, Cambridge: CUP.
Wardhaugh, Ronald (1996), An Introduction to Sociolinguistics, Oxford: Blackwell.
Pupovac, Milorad, (1990), Jezik i djelovanje, Zagreb: Pitanja.
Ingram, David (1996). First Language Acquisition,  Cambridge: CUP.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Gernsbacher, Morton Ann (1994), Handbook of Psycolinguistics, San Diego: Academic Press.
Coulmas, Florian (2000), The Handbook of Sociolinguistics, Oxford: Blackwell.
Lewinson, Stephan (1984), Pragmatics, Cambridge: CUP.



3.2.1. course
L101: Phonology

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours practical classes per week
Points will be given for short papers written in class, homework and exam. 

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
none

3.2.7. contents
As a prerequisite for understanding phonological classifications, the course in its initial segment comprises the introduction to elementary phonetic knowledge on perceiving and producing sounds of human language/speech, their acoustic, and above all, articulation properties and their notations (IPA). Becoming familiar with the phonological theory and methodology starts with the issue of how the vast sound diversity is organized into formal and functional phonological patterns in different languages.
Becoming familiar with different phonological theories (traditional phonology, distinctive features theory, autosegmental phonology) implies knowledge of fundamental phonological units (segmental and suprasegmental) and different levels and rules of their organization. As basic units of phonological representation and use, phoneme, distinctive feature and syllable are discussed.

3.2.8. development of competences
Grasp of phonological theory and methodology of linguistic description at the phonological level and competence in different types of phonological research.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Catford, J.C. (1990)  A Practical Introduction to Phonetics, Clarendon Press, Oxford
Radford, A., M. Atkinson, D. Britain, H. Clahsen, A. Spencer (1999) (ur.) Linguistics. An introduction. Cambridge: University Press, pp. 25-141.
Jelaska, Z. (2004) Fonološki opisi hrvatskoga jezika. Glasovi, slogovi, naglasci. Zagreb: Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Michael Dürr, Peter Schlobinski, (1994) Einführung in die deskriptive Linguistik. Westdeutscherverlag, pp. 29-70.
Roca, I., Johnson, W., & Roca, A. (1999). A Course in Phonology, Oxford: Blackwell
Ladefoged, P. (2000). Vowels and Consonants : An Introduction to the Sounds of Languages, Oxford: Blackwell
Muljačić, Ž. (1972) Opća fonologija i fonologija suvremenoga talijanskog jezika, Zagreb: Školska knjiga
Jakobson, R.; Halle, M. (1988) Temelji jezika, Zagreb: Globus
Babić, S.; Brozović, D.; Moguš, M.; Pavešić, S.; Škarić, I.; Težak, S. (1991) Povijesni pregled, glasovi i oblici hrvatskoga književnog jezika, Zagreb: HAZU-Globus



3.2.1. course
L102: Morphology

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours practical classes per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L101

3.2.7. contents
Traditional grammatical approach: changeable/unchangeable words, flexion/word formation, stem/ending, types of affixes, parts of speech, paradigm, sandhi changes, derivation/composition, flexion/word formation relationship. Contemporary grammatical approach: generative phonology, lexical phonology, rules, applications of rules, restrictions, morphology and syntax relationship; approaches: word & paradigm; item & arrangement and item & process.

3.2.8. development of competences
Grasp of fundamental methods and techniques of linguistic description at the morphological level.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Matthews, P. H. (21991) Morphology, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge.
Mihaljević, M. (1991) Generativna i leksička fonologija, Školska knjiga, Zagreb.
Spencer, A. (1991) Morphological Theory, Blackwell, Oxford UK-Cambridge MA
Škiljan, D. (1998) Pogled u lingvistku, Naklada Benja, Rijeka (chapter on morphology).

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Carstairs-McCarthy, A. (1992) Current Morphology, Routledge, London-New York
Selection of articles from the field of morphology, selected for the purposes of practical classes.



3.2.1. course
L103: Syntax

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours practical classes per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory 

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L102

3.2.7. contents
Different aspects of sentence structures description (syntactic functions, syntactic constituents, information structure of sentence), and theoretical frameworks which provide different methodological possibilities in analysing sentence structures: traditional approach (immediate constituents), generativist approach (different versions of N. Chomsky’s theory, generative semantics), functional approaches from structuralism, as a basic theoretical precondition for the development of functional approach, semantic roles, valency theory and RRG and their difference with respect to generative grammar.

3.2.8. development of competences
To introduce one of the four fundamental linguistic disciplines to the students in order to provide them with knowledge and competences in describing the syntactic level of language and elaborating the principles of fundamental syntactic theories. Students acquire theoretical and methodological knowledge with respect to the possibilities of syntactic description.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Brown, K. & Miller, J. (1996) Concise Encyclopedia of Syntactic Theories, Pergamon (odabrani članci).
Chomsky, N. (1965) Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, MIT Press, Cambridge MA.
De Saussure, F. (2000) Tečaj opće lingvistike, Institut za hrvatski jezik i jezikoslovlje, Zagreb.
Fillmore, Ch. (1968) “The Case for the Case”, Universals in linguistic theory (eds.) E. Bach i R. Harms, New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc.
Martinet, A. (1985) Syntaxe Générale, Armand Colin.
Mihaljević, M. (1998) Generativna sintaksa i semantika, HFD, Zagreb.
Tesnière, L. (1988 ) Eléments de syntaxe structurale, Klincksieck.
Van Valin, R. (2001) An Introduction to Syntax, Cambridge.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Chomsky, N. (1984) Sintaksičke strukture, Novi Sad.
Dik, S. C. (1978) Functional Grammar Amsterdam, North-Holland, 1978
Filipović, R. (ur.) (1993) Kontrastivna analiza engleskog i hrvatskog jezika (chapters: Gramatika zavisnosti i teorija valentnosti, Valentnost i sintaksa, Case Grammar and Valency Theory: some theoretical considerations
Glovacki-Bernardi, Z. (ur) (2001) Uvod u lingvistiku, (chapters: F. De Saussure i strukturalizam, Američka lingvistika)
Poole, G. (2002) Syntactic Theory, Palgrave
Van Valin, R. & La Polla, R. J. (1997) Syntax, Structure, Meaning and Function, Cambridge.



3.2.1. course
L104: Semantics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 2 hours practical classes per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
compulsory 

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L103

3.2.7. contents
Introduction to the problems related to defining, determining and describing different types of meaning (classes of figurative meanings), denotation – connotation and sense – meaning relationships, as well as basic semantic relations: antonymy, homonymy, synonymy, hyponymy, hyperonymy, meronymy, taxonomic relations etc. Theoretical and methodological knowledge from the basic models of semantic description and theoretical tenets from which it has developed are presented, such as semic or componential analysis and field theory and their application and development in contemporary post-structuralist approaches to semantic description.

3.2.8. development of competences
The aim of this course is to introduce one of the four fundamental linguistic disciplines to students in order to provide them with knowledge and competences in the description of the semantic level of language. Students acquire theoretical and methodological knowledge with respect to the possibilities of semantic description. 

3.2.9. assigned reading
Cruse, A. (1986) Lexical Semantics, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Cruse, A. (2000) Meaning in Language, An Introduction in Semantics and Pragmatics, Oxford University Press, Oxford
Leech (1981) Semantics, Penguin Books, London.
Lyons, J. (1993) Semantics (I, II), Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Lyons, J. (1996) Linguistic Semantics, An introduction, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge
Nida, E.A. (1975) Componential Analysis of Meaning, Mouton Publishers
Ullmann, S. (1983) Semantics – An Introduction to the Science of Meaning, Basil Blackwell

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Bréal, M. (1924) Essai d sémantique, Hachette, Pariz.
Pottier, B. (1964) Vers une sémantique moderne ,TraLiLi
Taylor, J. R. (1995) Linguistic Categorization, Prototypes in Linguistic Theory, Clarendon Press
Ullmann, S. (1969) Précis de sémantique fançaise, A. Francke
Wierzbicka, A (1992) Semantics, Culture and Cognition, Oxford University Press.



3.2.1. course
L201: Word Recognition

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 1 hour seminar per week
Points will be given for students' active participation in class discussions, short papers written in class, homework, seminar paper and exam. 

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001

3.2.7. contents
Within this course which belongs to a broader area of language comprehension research, current models and methods of spoken and written word recognition will be covered, as well as recognition of isolated words and words in continuous speech and different effects which affect its successful recognition – usage frequency of a word, context, and meaning factors. In word recognition, different dimensions of a word, or representations of a word – its phonetic and phonological form and its    morphological features – will be analysed.

3.2.8. development of competences
Mastering the basic cognitivist-based theoretical apparatus in the area of scientific research of mental representation and word recognition and preparing the students to independently organize and conduct experimental research.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Erdeljac, V. (1997) Prepoznavanje riječi, SOL, Ibis, Zagreb
Gernsbacher, M.A. (1994). Handbook of Psycholinguistics. San Diego: Academic Press. 
Marslen Wilson, W. D. (2000) Organising principles in lexical access and representation? A view across languages , in: A. Cutler, J.M. McQueen & R. Zondervan (Eds), Proceedings of the Workshop on Spoken Word Access Processes 19-22, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Rodd, J. Gaskell, M.G., Marslen Wilson, W. D. (2000),  Why are words with many senses recognised faster?  International Journal of Psychology, 35, Jun/Aug 2000 (3-4), p27
Marslen-Wilson, W.D. (1987) Functional parallelism in spoken word-recognition., Cognition, 25, 71-102.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Fitzpatrick, J. and Wheeldon, D. (2000). Phonology and Phonetics in Psycholinguistic Models of Speech Perception. In: Burton-Roberts, N., Carr, P., Docherty, G. (eds.). Phonological Models: Conceptional and Empirical Issues. Oxford University Press: 131-160.
Jörg Westmeyer Massaro, Dominic (1994). Psychological Aspects of Speech Perception. In: Gernsbacher, M.A., Handbook of Psycholinguistics. Academic Press. 
Klatt, D.-H. (1979). Speech perception: A model of acoustic-phonetic analysis and lexical access. Journal of Phonetics, 7, 279-312. 
Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994). Levels of Perceptual Representation and Process in Lexical Access: Words, Phones and Features. Psychological Review, 101, 653-675.
Pisoni and Luce (1987). Acoustic-phonetic Representations in Word Recognition. Cognition, 25, 21-52. 
McGurk and MacDonald (1976). Hearing Lips and Seeing Voices. Nature, 264, 746-748.
Massaro and Cohen (1993). Perceiving asynchronous bimodal speech in consonant-vowel and vowel syllables. Speech Communication 13, 127-134.
Massaro, D.W. (2001) Auditory Visual Speech Processing, Proceedings of Eurospeech 2001, Aalborg, Denmark.
LeGoff, Guiard-Marigny, Benoit (1997). Analysis-Synthesis and Intelligibility of a Talking Face. In: van Santen et al. Progress in Speech Synthesis. Springer
Damper, R.I. and Harnard, S.I. (2000). Neural network models of categorical perception of speech. Perception and Psychophysics, 62(4), 843-867.
Massaro (1988). Some criticisms of connectionist models of human performance. Journal of Language and Memory, 27, 213-234
Barons (1992). A Review of the Cocktail Party Effect. Journal of the American Voice I/O Society 12, 35-50



3.2.1. course
L202: History of Linguistic Theories

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
oral

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 1 hour seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001

3.2.7. contents
Within the subject, students get an overview of how language was perceived from the Antiquity to the present day, and each course is dedicated to one of the stages in this perception. Within the Linguistic Structuralism course, the most significant structuralist theories, from de Saussure to Chomsky, are considered in a form of general overview, and particular attention is given to the context of the genesis of structuralism in linguistics and the advantages and limitations which this approach entails.

3.2.8. development of competences
Students, actively participating in the analysis of selected texts, gain elementary knowledge of fundamental linguistic theories and develop the ability to analyse their epistemological determinants and methodological consequences. At the same time, they become familiar with the terms characteristic of individual linguistic schools and doctrines.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Bugarski, R., Lingvistika o čoveku, Prosveta, Beograd, 1983.
Harris, R. & T.J. Taylor, Landmarks in Linguistic Thought, Routledge, London – New York, 1996.
Saussure, F. de, Cours de linguistique générale, Payot, Paris, 1916.
Swiggers, P., Histoire de la pensée linguistique, P.U.F., Paris, 1997.
Škiljan, D., Kraj lingvistike?, SOL – Filozofski fakultet, Zagreb, 1991.
Ivić, M., Pravci u lingvistici, Slovograf, Beograd, 1994.
Glovacki-Bernardi, Z. (ur.), Uvod u lingvistiku, Školska knjiga, Zagreb, 2001.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Aarsleff, H., From Locke to Saussure, Althone, London, 1982.
Auroux, S. (éd.), Histoire des idées linguistiques, I-III, Mardaga, Sprimont-Bruxelles, 1989-1995.
Robins, R.H., A Short History of Linguistics, Longman, London, 1979.
Sebeok, Th. (ed.), Historiography of Linguistics, I-II, Mouton, The Hague – Paris, 1975.
Škiljan, D., Dinamika jezičnih struktura, Studentski centar, Zagreb, 1976.




3.2.1. course
L211: Indo-European Morphology

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written and oral 

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 1 hour practical classes per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L002

3.2.7. contents
Morphological correspondences of Indo-European languages and methods of reconstructing grammatical structure of the Indo-European proto-language are mastered through Indo-European analysis of the oldest Slavic documents, particularly Old Church Slavonic texts.

3.2.8. development of competences
Competences covered by the subject material of the course are developed in students.

3.2.9. assigned reading
R. Matasović, Kratka poredbenopovijesna gramatika latinskoga jezika, MH, Zagreb 1997.
S. Ivšiæ, Slavenska poredbena gramatika, MH, Zagreb 1970.
J. Hamm, Staroslavenska gramatika, ŠK, Zagreb 1970.
A. Savèenko, Poredbena indoeuropska gramatika (skripta), Knjižnica Odsjeka za lingvistiku
R. S. P. Beekes, Comparative Indo-European Linguistics, Benjamins, Amsterdam 1995.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
O. Szemerényi, Einführung in die vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt 1989.
Ranko Matasović: Kratka poredbenopovijesna gramatika hrvatskoga jezika (skripta), Knjižnica Odsjeka za lingvistiku
Milan Mihaljeviæ, Slavenska poredbena gramatika, 1. dio, Uvod i fonologija, Školska knjiga, Zagreb 2002.



3.2.1. course
L212: Indo-European Reading of Latin Texts

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
seminar

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 1 hour practical classes per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L002

3.2.7. contents
Based on a comedy by Plautus (e.g. "The Little Carthaginian"), students are introduced to particular features of the Old Latin grammar, its differences with respect to Classical Latin, and the position of Latin among Indo-European languages. Philological processing of Plautus’s text is also an opportunity for cultural, historical and etymological analyses.

3.2.8. development of competences
Competences covered by the subject material of the course are developed in students..

3.2.9. assigned reading
R. Matasović, Kratka poredbenopovijesna gramatika latinskoga jezika, MH, Zagreb 1997.
Editions of Plautus's comedies available on the Internet (http://perseus.tufts.edu)

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Bennett, C. E. Syntax of Early Latin, Vol. II: the Cases, Boston 1914.
Blümel, W, Untersuchungen zu Lautsystem und Morphologie des vorklassischen Lateins, R. Kitzinger, München 1972.
Lindsay, W. M. Syntax of Plautus, Oxford 1907.
Lodge, G. Lexicon Plautinum, Teubner, Leipzig I: 1904-1924, II: 1296-1933.
Matasović, R. Kratka poredbenopovijesna gramatika latinskoga jezika, Matica hrvatska, Zagreb 1997.
Lefevre, E. (Hg.) Die römische Komödie: Plautus und Terenz, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstandt 1973.
Segal, E. Roman Laughter. The Comedy of Plautus, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1988. 



3.2.1. course
L213: Linguistic Propedeutics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written/oral exam
written exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 hours lectures + 1 hour seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
none

3.2.7. contents
Students are introduced to the fundamental principles of genetic, areal and typological classification, and particular attention is given to grammatical categories characteristic of some languages which are not characteristic of Croatian, e.g. ergativity, classifiers, honorifics, different ways of expressing possession etc. In the second part of the course, students are introduced to the languages of the world, their geographical position, typological features and cultural and anthropological background.

3.2.8. development of competences
Students master basic information on language diversity around the world, geographical position of languages and fundamental typological features of individual language families.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Matasoviæ, R. (2001) Uvod u poredbenu lingvistiku, Matica hrvatska.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Atlas jezika svijeta
Croft, W. (1990) Typology and Universals, CUP
Crystal, D. (2000) Language Death, CUP
Foley, W. (1997) Anthropological Linguistics, An introduction, Blackwell



3.2.1. course 
L214: Linguistic typology 

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written / oral exam
written exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 classes of lectures + 1 class of seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory / elective course
elective course

3.2.6. prerequisites for enrolling in a course 
L001, L213, can be enrolled several times

3.2.7. contents
Each academic year one grammatical category or a typologicaly relevant distinction in languages of the world (e.g. categories of genus, number or case, sentence structure, arrangement of syntactic categories etc.) will be discussed.

3.2.8. development of competences
Students will develop competences based on the course programme 

3.2.9. assigned reading 
R. Matasoviæ, Uvod u poredbenu lingvistiku, MH, Zagreb 2001.

3.2.10. suplementary reading
B. Comrie, Language Universals and Linguistic Typology, CUP, Cambridge 1995.
T. Shopen (ur.) Language typology and Syntactic Description, CUP, Cambridge 1991.



3.2.1. course
L221: Artificial languages

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. writen / oral exam
seminar and written exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
1 class of lectures + 2 classes of seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory / elective course
elective course

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001, L003

3.2.7. contents
The notion of language. The difference between natural and artificial languages. Procedural languages and mark-up languages. Introduction to PERL,  SGML, HTML, XML. Formal langauages and formal grammars. Chomsky's hierarchy. Regular, context-free and context-sensitive grammars. Finite state automata, transducers. Local grammars. Transducer based systems for natural language processing: INTEX and UNITEX.

3.2.8. development of competences
The course is an introduction to artificial languages, formal grammars and their application to natural language description based on systems for its computational modelling.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Christiansen, T. & Torkington, N. (22003) Perl cookbook. O'Reilly.
Dovedan, Z. (2003) Formalni jezici, Zavod za informacijske studije, Zagreb.
Partee, B., Meulen, A. T., Wall, R. E. (1990) Mathematical Methods in Linguistics, Kluwer, Dordrecht. (odabrana poglavlja)
Szilberstein, M. (2003) INTEX manual, Sveuèilište u Aix-en-Provençeu.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
László Bulcsú: Pabirci redniènoga i obavjestnièkoga pojmovlja oko razumnih sustava
Tkalac, Slavko & Tuðman, Miroslav: Obrada jezika i prikaz znanja, Zavod za informacijske studije, Zagreb 1993.



3.2.1. course
L222: Generative grammar

3.2.2. ECTS points per course 
5 points

3.2.3. written / oral exam
written exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 classes of lectures + 1 class of seminar

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective course

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001, L003

3.2.7. contents
Specific linguistic levels and algebraic linguistics: phonology, morphology, morph-fonological and morphological issues, morphological descriptions based on models of algebraic linguistics; syntax, history and schools in the generative approach, minimalism, phonetic and logical form, application of formal methods to description of Croatian.

3.2.8. development of competences
An overview of formalizations from Panini and Aristotle to present times. Introduction to basic concepts and procedures of formal linguistic theories (especially those of generative grammar). 

3.2.9. assigned reading
Chomsky, N.: The Minimalist Program, MIT Press, Cambridge MA 1995.
Freidin, R.: Foundations of Generative Syntax, MIT Press, Cambridge MA 1992.
Golden, M.: O jeziku in jezikoslovju, Filozofska fakulteta, Ljubljana 1996.
Mihaljeviæ, M.: Generativna sintaksa i semantika, HFD, Zagreb 1998.
Mihaljeviæ, M.: Generativna i leksièka fonologija, Školska knjiga, Zagreb 1991.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Mihaljeviæ, M.: Generativna fonologija starocrkvenoslavenskoga jezika, SOL, Zagreb 1990.



3.2.1. course
L223: Corpus linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written / oral exam
seminar and written exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 classes of lectures + 1 class of seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory/elective course
elective course

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001, L003

3.2.7. contents
The definition of corpus, the role of corpora in the study of language, computer-supported corpus, history of corpus studies in Croatia and world-wide, procedures in corpus compilation, procedures in corpus processing (mark-up, statistical approaches), alphabetical and frequency dictionaries, concordances, practial work in corpus query: Croatian National Corpus and other (national) corpora.

3.2.8. development of competences
Students are introduced to corpus linguuistics. Students acquire theoretical knowledge of the role of corpora have present language / text studies and practical knowledge of corpus compilation, processing and searching.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Biber, D. (1998) Corpus Linguistics: Investigate Langauge Structure and Use, CUP, Cambridge.
Kennedy, G.: Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, Longman, London 1998.
McEnery, T. & Wilson, A. Corpus linguistics, Edinburgh Univ. Press, Edinburgh 1996, 2001
Sinclair, J.: Corpus, concordance, collocation, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1991.
Tadiæ, M.: »Raèunalna obradba hrvatskih korpusa: povijest, stanje i perspektive«, Suvremena lingvistika 43 44, 1997.
Tadiæ, M.: Jeziène tehnologije, Exlibris, Zagreb 2003.
Tognini-Bonelli, E.: Corpus Linguistics at Work, Benjamins, Amsterdam 2001.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Brataniæ, M.: »Korpusna lingvistika ili sretan susret«, Radovi Zavoda za slavensku filologiju 27, 1991.
Ooi, B. Y. (1998) Computer Corpus Lexicography, EUP. (odabrana poglavlja)
Tadiæ, M.: »Od korpusa do èestotnoga rjeènika hrvatskoga književnog jezika«, Radovi Zavoda za slavensku filologiju, 27, 1991.
Tadiæ, M.: »Raèunalna obradba hrvatskoga i nacionalni korpus«, Suvremena lingvistika 41-42, 1996.
Tadiæ, M.: »Raspon, opseg i sastav korpusa hrvatskoga jezika«, Filologija 30-31, Zagreb 1998.



3.2.1. course
L231: Linguistics and its dialects

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written / oral exam
oral exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 classes of lectures + 1 class of seminar per week 

3.2.5. compulsory / elective course
elective course

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L004

3.2.7. contents
An overview of specific dialectization of linguistics, i.e. knowledge of the language that are not represented by the unique "dialect" of the science of the language. On the basis of selected texts the course will outline the development of different linguistic disciplines and their main representatives that are in opposition to structural linguistics, from sociolinguistics to cognitive linguistics. The course "Language in the social context" gives the outline of basic theories of mutual determination of language and society: e.g. Ferguson's diglossia, Gumperz's speech community, Hymes's ethnography of communication, Labov's social determination of language changes, Bernstein's theory of language codes ot Kloss's theory of language planning. 

3.2.8. development of competences
Introduction to dominant theories of the relation between language and society and development of competences for active understanding and explanation of sociological phenomena in language and language phenomena in society.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Škiljan, Dubravko (1991), Kraj lingvistike?, Zagreb: SOL -  Filozofski fakultet.
Coulmas, Florian (2000), The Handbook of Sociolinguistics, Oxford: Blackwell.
Radovanoviæ, Milorad (?), Sociolingvistika, Novi Sad: Dnevnik.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Ferguson, Charles A. (1959), Diglossia. Word, 15, 325-40. 
Kloss, Heinz (1967), „Abstand Languages“ and „Ausbau Languages“.Anthropological Linguistics, 9, 7, 29-41.
Gumperz, J. (1968), The Speech Community, International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences 381-6. London: Macmillan.
Hajmz, Del (Hymes, Dell) (1980), Etnografija komunikacije, Beograd: XX vek.
Bernštajn, Bejzil (Bernstein, Basil) (?), Jezik i društvene klase, Beograd: XX vek.



3.2.1. course
L241: Cognitive linguistics

3.2.2. ECTS points per course
5 points

3.2.3. written / oral exam
oral exam

3.2.4. number and type of classes per week
2 classes of lectures + 1 class of seminar per week

3.2.5. compulsory / elective course
elective course

3.2.6. requirements for enrolling in the course
L001

3.2.7. contents
Position of cognitive linguistics in the frame of cognitive science. The course gives an overview of different aspects of human cognitive abilities where language is seen as a specific human ability used for study of human language structures and for comprehension of the world. Position of cognitive linguistics in respect to traditional linguistics and its predecessors is outlined (American linguistics, European structuralism).

3.2.8. development of competences
Development and acquirement of basic knowledge from cognitive linguistics.

3.2.9. assigned reading
Gardner, H. (1987) The Mind's New Science, A History of the Cognitive Revolution, Basic Books.
Lakoff, G. (1987) Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, What Categories Reveal about the Mind, Chicago University Press.
Langacker, R. (1987) Foundations of Cognitive Grammar, Vol. I, Standford University Press.
Taylor, J. R. (2003) Cognitive Grammar, Oxford University Press.

3.2.10. supplementary reading
Jansen, T – Redeker, G. (1999) Cognitive Linguistics: Foundation, Scope and Methodology, Mouton de Gruyter
Rudzka-Ostyn, B (ur.) (1988) Topics in Cognitive Linguistics, John Benjamins
Varela, F.J. – Thompson, E. – Rosch E. (1993) The Embodied Mind, MIT Press
Taylor J. R. (1995) Linguistic Categorization – Prototypes in Linguistic Theory, Clarendon Press, Oxford



